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Great Toral Rift Time Rip." Through the 10,948 BC-Atlantis center of the intergalactic

intergalactic Tara/ Rift Time Rip, the core Star-Gates and geomagnetic field of our
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came from a time rip technology that is very different than the more organized

are built on time rips, which are like making rips instead of holes, and
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pierced by their time rip technology, it would have taken out all the life

called the Borja time rip triangulation. They were warned not to use it, because
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wormhole link- a time rip, it"s not even a wormhole; it"s a time rip

wormhole; it"s a time rip link - to the Borja matrix, which would put
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plugged in the time rip technology from the Borja matrix and the Wesedrak matrix.
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a triangulation of time-rips. Time-rips are different than portals. They are different

with precise mathematics. Time-rips are blasted through and they are very volatile, but

that this particular time-rip that is now of issue in terms of Threshold-

plugged into the time-rip system to run the Triangulation of the 3 matrices-

closed so the time-rip couldn"t be re-opened over into our side of
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the Gilbert anchored time-rip so they could get control of the Tempe Cluster

that from their time-rip to actually suck out the consciousness of D- 1,
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sitting under a time-rip to finish our end of it We were successful
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live under a time-rip. It is a very pretty house but is has
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and through the time-rips. So when we are dealing with Elemental Commands there
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sucked down a time-rip. We are getting the Knights of Aquareion upgrade for
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trashed by the time-rips and the things that are coming in Threshold. So,
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said, activated the time-rip under the black cube in Mecca and I would

is where a time-rip is anchoring. We live under one over there in

exactly where the time-rip is right now, where the central one is, we"d
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use the Gilbert time-rip directly interfacing with the Urta time-rip, which is

with the Urta time-rip, which is the one I believe down off where
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and opened the time-rips again Now, it doesn"t mean we are going to
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down there. The Time Rip is down south. This area somewhere in through here,
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Hinckley?] where our time-rip house is-Gil-pit, right over in here is

of the smaller time-rips that are here, and they were using that to

this and the time-rips that they have ... the Gil-pit one going
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actually had a time rip going into our Ecka level. If they had tried

AdorA side, the time-rip in their black hole. So they have been guardians

guardians of that time-rip, trying to fight the Bourgha to stop them from
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created by the time-rips and the technologies involved with the Threshold and the
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the E-Umbic Time Rip. This is connected, it was revealed in 12 Tribes
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there is a time rip there that has to do with the matrix that

that briefly. This time rip has been activated and plugged into the Threshold System-
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the E-Umbic Time Rip connection. It"s horrible, horrible energy in the grids there.
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the E-Umbic Time Rip races and raided these three gates They raided Ruta

into using the Time Rip technologies. They still can"t amplify Threshold enough to take

the E-Umbic Time Rips again and they caused an aneurysm in her heart
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connecting into theEUmbic Time Rips-not only how strong these frequencies are, but what
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from creating a time rip into the AdorA side of our matrix and in

the E-Umbic time rip, that would go through the AdorA side into the
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it into their time rip technology and take the entire thing down with us
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black hole set uptime rip actually-not even a black hole, a time rip

black hole, a time rip set up the Bourgha had made from a parallel

to stop that time rip from spreading, to stop the Bourgha from invading this
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they developed a time rip technology. They destroyed the other part of themselves-the

to develop the time rip technology and it created black hole fall of the

and used the time rip technology to just literally wipe out the whole Ecka-

they developed the time rip technology enough where they created an unstable, unnatural
time

an unstable, unnatural time rip between the fallen Ecka of parallel Eckasha (so,

ripped-they used time rip technology. Time rips are different than worm holes. They

time rip technology. Time rips are different than worm holes. They are much more

constructs comparatively, so time rips are very, very volatile and those who use them



involved with the time rips. So they made a time rip. This is when

they made a time rip. This is when they moved out of their own

from using their time rip technology to fulfill their anti-Kristiac objective of assimilating
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the unnatural Bourgha time rip continued to connect the Parallel Eckasha fallen Ecka-Veca

seal our Ecka Time-Rip "from within" or would at least have sufficient

could fix the time rip and stop the fall of this matrix. Because the
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the E-Umbi time rip zones have this way of whacking the astral and

the E-Umbic Time Rip from the AdorA side of our Ecka-Veca system
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playing with the Time Rip guys they have genetic connections to the E-Umbic
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links of the Time Rip Links. Now remember that when we moved there we

"That"s a time rip." "Oh ... time rip .... is that like

"Oh ... time rip .... is that like a wormhole?" "It"s different"

first clue about Time Rips and that kind of thing. So the one down

the E-Umbic Time Rip and the Urta and Ruta smaller time rips ...

and Ruta smaller time rips ... is Mecca. It"s where the black cube is

the E-Umbic Time Rip anchors. So they can just push them out of
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talk about the Time Rip right now in relation to its anchoring point or

there ... the Time Rip there was connected to interface into this area. That
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the E-Umbic Time Rips and that connecting into the Wesedrak and Bourgha matrices.

that this whole time rip thing ... this has to do-these guys were

energy of these time rips. So, this was the natural Arc Hub-7 cluster

to run the Time Rip from there and drag it in, literally, into the

connected into the Time Rip and literally drag it all in so they can

matrix through the Time Rips at this point, still running through these sets, but
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was the other time rip that was meant to go after that spot that

13 site-that time rip was meant to control it, in fact I wouldn"t
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of guarding the time-rip that the Bourgha made and stopping the Bourgha as
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know about the time-rips at the time. We didn"t know about any of

... about the time-rips and the Bourgha. Tell them the rest so maybe
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apparatus and the time-rips working with help, the frequency push from the Bourgha

from the Bourgha time-rips. This created fragmentation through the fields, they literally are
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the E-Umbi time-rip, I do believe they have messed up that potential
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it used its Time-Rip Technologies to do any more damage or to let
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called the Bourgha Time-Rip Technologies. And because of that connection, if there weren"t
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they created a Time-Rip Technology that allowed them to break the quarantine. Because
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had already used Time-Rip Technology to rip into our Ecka. Our Ecka wasn"t
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called the Bourgha Time-Rip Triangulation. They"ve been throwing certain types of
frequency beams,
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enough to make time-rips, you"d think they"d realize that this isn"t going to
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who brought the Time-Rip Technology into the E-Umbic level on our Universal
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They developed a Time-Rip Technology that allowed them to tap into our Ecka



link between their time rip, once they broke quarantine, and our core. This is

fell using their time rip technologies, they spliced into our Ecka system 1st and

the "Bourgha Time-Rip Triangulation." This is why they can generate so much

by linking the Time-Rip Triangulation through. So, there"s nothing in a single system-
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and developed a Time-Rip Technology by which they were able to break the

of advancing their Time-Rip Technology for use in assimilating all of creation into
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from using their Time-Rip Technology to fulfill their Anti-Kristiac objective of assimilating

to spread their Time-Rip Technology through which they would cause the fall of

is called the Time-Rip Triangulation, where they started to form a T ri-

Matrix Anti-Kristiac Time-Rip Technology that formed a triangle. One arm of the
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their efforts of Time-Rip Technology moving forward and the corruption of different race

development of their Time-Rip Technologies. Those technologies led to the development,
much later,

to link the Time-Rip Technologies to the BeaST technologies in order to take
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that links the Time-Rip Technology that links to the BeaST -away from
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the E-Umbi time rip. At a certain point we talked about, way back,
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as anchoring the Time-Rip for example ... that kind of stuff I forget
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free from the time-rip that plugged into it from the fallen Matrix, or
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they developed a Time-Rip technology. This was the beginning before the BeaST machine

able to create Time-Rips. Time-Rips aren"t as stable as Wormholes or Black

Matrix which is Time-Rip technology combined with BeaST technology of the Metatronic
BeaST

progressively use a Time-Rip technology ... completely consumed, using the Time-Rip
technology,



consumed, using the Time-Rip technology, their entire 4 Veca Quadrants and their Ecka,

known for their Time-Rip technology that is meant to be able to tap
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complex was a Time-Rip technology, you have Threshold technology on Parallel Earth that

called the Bourgha Time-Rip Triangulation which they had a triangulation of running through

a Tri-Matrix Time-Rip cord actually in order to assimilate the 3 Matrices

Parallel Earth this Time-Rip Triangulation to allow for full development of the Threshold

Bourgha running the Time-Rip technology through their Micca complex, came over and broke

the E-Umbic Time-Rip locks- and certain races called the E-Uby Races

the E-Umbic Time-Rip- using their systems, were able to break through into
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the E-Umbic Time-Rip from our Sun. It goes from the E-Umbi

the E-Umbi Time-Rip over to our Sun and down into the Mecca
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up the Mecca Time-Rip complex over here that was supposed to link into

the E-Umbic Time-Rip and give a perfect access to the .. for
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to anchor the Time-Rip, the E-Umbic Time-Rip through Parallel Earth and

the E-Umbic Time-Rip through Parallel Earth and that was not stopped or
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into the Bourgha Time-Rip Triangulation to create the Hibernation Zones. So they took
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triangulation.lt"s a time rip triangulation. It"s all plugged into Montauk and all of
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They created a time rip into our Ecka, and it was because of that,
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called the Bourgha time rip triangulation. And that was the beginning point of what
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and started a time rip technology. That progressed ... it progressed there and it
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into the Bourgha time rip triangulation, and from there the Metatronic systems were plugged
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called the Bourgha Time Rip Triangulation that runs through our Universal Veca"s E-Umbi
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the E-Umbi Time rip and hit directly the 7th head on enough frequency
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Bourgha and the time rip technologies. They are all connected to the Threshold technologies
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in using a time rip technology, into the core of our Ecka. This began

in with a time-rip technology into our Ecka system And this is where
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with the Bourgha time rip stuff that we"ve talked about before as well. We
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with several other Time-Rip Technologies as a means by which they could feed
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the E-Umbic Time-Rip that plugs into the Bourgha System. The counterpart to
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they"re opening the time rip. So, it"s getting really, really weird out there and
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Dragon E-Umbi Time Rip Triangulation pulses. And she" They"re referring to the sun
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time displacement field time rip called the "Tara/ Riff"-T -o-r-

the Toral Rift Time Rip, and remember this was created with the Solar whateverthey-

time displacement field time rip called the "Toral Rift"." It was created around

Rift Inter-galactic Time Rip" anomaly; this anomaly represented the "final missing piece"

Toral Rift space-time rip and corresponding Alpha-Omega Wormhole Networks, was quite
simple
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time displacement field Time Rip was"-that"s a fake description there-"was, and is
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time displacement field Time Rip of the "Atlantean past," into the "future

BC Tara/ Rift Time Rip." Now if there"s anything , there"s a number of

T oral Rift Time Rip, Earth and Parallel Earth, and Sun and Parallel Sun
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the Toral Rift Time Rip space-time displacement field was created " So during

the Toral Rift Time Rip involves Metatronic Death Science "Death Star" distorted Merkaba

T oral Rift Time Rip," -so they are not pulled in yet; they
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BC Toral Rift Time Ripwhere it becomes an externally fueled, finite-life "Death
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formed in the Time Rip and then dragged through the wormholes to where they
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Rift 10,948 BC-Time Rip Fall Alignment peak of December 21, 2012 occurs, a
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T oral Rift Time Rip." A"sha: IF ... IF they have their way. We"re



BC Toral Rift Time Rip. "From the point of time-jump and thereafter,
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Rift 10,948 BC-Time Rip Alignment on the December 21, 2012 "alignment peak."

the Toral Rift Time Rip. "Without full engagement of the Alpha-Omega/ T

the Toral Rift Time Rip, the resultant "Rapid Pole Shift" of Earth and

Tunnel, Toral Rift Time Rip and fallen Halls of Amenti Star-Gate sets -
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the Toral Rift Time Rip Path of Fall and resultant 2230-2976 AD Pole
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Omega/ Toral Rift Time Rip Alignment" peak of December 21, 2012, certain presently-
dormant
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in Death Science Time Rip experiments such as the "Montauk Project," will have
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BC Toral Rift Time Rip, until the 2230- 2976 AD period, due to the
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BC Toral Rift Time Rip. From the point of time-jump and thereafter, Death
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and Toral Rift Time Rip Fall Alignment around 2230 AD, and since Earth Change
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Omega/Toral Rift Time Rip Alignment" peak of December 21, 2012, certain presently-
dormant
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in Death Science Time Rip experiments such as the "Montauk Project," will have
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BC Toral Rift Time Rip, until the 2230- 2976 AD period, due to the
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